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Are you looking for the most 

comprehensive bench system 

available, feature packed on day 1 & 

easily upgraded on day 2.



The Evolv system offers an extremely versatile desk solution, in either a single desk or 

bench style format.

With multiple-depth worktop options and cable access solutions, Evolv offers everything 

that a high-density, open plan work station based office environment requires.

Evolv is built using an engineered telescopic frame, that allows for future changes in 

desk widths, without the cost of having to change the whole product. Just simply change 

worktops!

Used in conjunction with Alchemy’s Division screens, l pedestals and task seating 

collections, Evolv provides a beautiful workstation designed with flexibility & churn in 

mind.

6 person Evolv bench with Division screens, slim line pedestal storage & Exo task chairs.

Single Evolv desk



4 person Evolv benches with Division screens & Either mesh task chairs.



The flexible bench underframe includes 

telescopic beams, cable trays & risers.  The tops 

can be specified fixed or sliding to access the 

high capacity cable trays.  Screens attach 

directly to the bench frame providing robust 

metal to metal fixing.

Horizontal cable tray & vertical cable riser 120 degree Delta clusters Add in powered height adjustable worksurfaces Clad panel leg option



Evolv can be specified with simple corner legs or 

enhanced with the unique clad panel accessory.  Panels 

can co ordinate or contrast with the work surface & 

simply attach to the standard corner leg with no visible 

fixings.

Evolv benches with clad panels & Particle screens.  Privo 3 seater bench seating.



Evolv benches with clad panels & Particle screens.  Exo mesh back task chairs.



The MyStorage desk system was designed as a contemporary, hybrid workstation, that could 

form multiple layouts and configurations.  Single, 2 & 4 person work stations can be 

configured where clusters with integrated storage are required rather than linear bench runs.

MyStorage uses the same components as the Evolv bench so that products can be mixed on 

a floor plate yet have the same aesthetic.  

The executive work station also follows the same aesthetic & has been designed with cellular 

managers offices, in mind. 

MyStorage benches with seat pads added to return storage, Divisions screens & the Exo chair.

MyStorage executive work station.



With the drive of business to maximise the efficiency of the 
commercial office floor plate the Touch product was 
conceived.  It’s aim is to maximise the footprint of a bench 
desk configuration, whilst offering integral personal storage, 
all within the same floor space. By placing the locker 
element within the dimensions of the bench footprint, the 
business will save floor space over a more traditional 
solution of separate lockers & desks.

Touch also offers the perfect ‘hot-desk’ solution, by placing 
more lockers than there are work spaces within a bench run. 
For example 4 work spaces with 8 lockers.

The lockers have a choice of MFC or acrylic doors, you can 
also create vibrant, decorative storage to enhance walkways, 
or when placing Touch against walls, simply replace a 
storage unit with an Evolv bench leg, saving cost.


